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structure and to symmetric wormholes. Black hole horizons in 
space-times with zero scalar curvature are shown to Ье either 
simple or douЫe. The same is generically true for horizons inside 
а matter distribution, but in special cases there can Ье horizons 
of any order. А few simple examples are discussed . А natural 
application of the above results is the brane world concept, in which 
the trace of the 4D gravity equations is the only нnamblguous 
equation for the 4D metric, and its solutions can Ье continued into 
the 5D bulk according to the embedding theorems. 
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А DEGENERATE CONICS CONSTRUCTION 
FROM CONTROL POINTS OF А PLANAR CUBIC 
BEZIER CURVE 
Conic sections play an important role in computational ge-
ometry, computer graphics and other fields related with CAGD 
and their useful geometric properties have been and are still being 
discovered ( 1) . 
The aim of this paper is to construct а farnily of conics from five 
points of а planar cublc Bezier curve, four of them are the control 
points of а cublc Bezier curve and the fifth one is any point on this 
curve and research the degenerate cases. 
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The Bezier curve of degree п сап Ье generalized as follows. 
b(t) = t (7)(1- t)n-itibi = (1-t)nbo+ 
i=O 
+ (~)(1- t)n-1tb1 + ··· + (п: 1)(1- t)tn-lbn-1+ 
+ tnb71 , t Е [О , 1] (2) 
where gi ven points Ьо, Ь i , . . . , bn are the control points of а Bezier 
curve. 
The conic can Ьс constructed Ьу the Braikenridge - Maclaurin 
construction Ьу applying the Braikenridge - Maclaurin theorem, 
which is the converse of Pascal's theorem. Pascal's theorem states 
that given six points on а conic (а hexagon), the lines defined 
Ьу opposite sides intersect in three collinear points. This can Ье 
reversed to construct the possiЫe locations for а sixth point, given 
five existing ones. 
So to construct а conic we will use four control points of а cuЬic 
Bezier curve Ъо, Ь1 1 Ь2 , Ъз and the fifth point given Ьу (2), i.e. any 
point on the curve. 
The implicit equation of conic is given Ьу 
xz ху у2 х у 1 
2 Хо ХоУо У5 Хо Уо 1 
xz Х1У1 Yf Х1 У1 1 1 
=0, (1) х~ xzyz у~ х2 У2 1 
2 Х3 ХзУз 2 Уз Х3 Уз 1 
x
2(t*) x(t*)y(t.) y2(t.) x(t.) y(t.) 1 
where x(t* ) and y(t.) are coordinates of the point b(t) on а curve 
with parameter t Е [О, 1]. 
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lf the three of five points are collinear then the conic always 
becomes а pair of intersecting straight lines, i.e. degenerate conic. 
There m.ight Ье only С~ = 10 cases when three of five points are 
collinear and this cases have been fully analysed in this work. Let's 
consider а simple example. 
Construct а conics family from five points of cuЬic Bezier 
curve with given control points Ь0 = (1, 3), Ь1 = (3, 7) , Ь2 = 
= (8,4), Ъ3 = (9, 2). Find all values of parameter t when conic 
becomes degenerate. Тhе following figures show only degenerate 
conic sections. 
Fig. The same degenerate conic sections at ti = 34+1'(714 ~ 0.559 
and t2 = 26- 2f30 ~ 0.695. 
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